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A- Language Functions
1)Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:-         2  Marks  

Janna is offering to help a tourist in Luxor. 
Janna     : Excuse me ! Do you need any help? 
Tourist   : Oh ,  
Janna     : Luxor Temple isn't far from here , but it's closed today. 
Tourist   : Oh, dear ! Where do you suggest I should go ? 

 
Tourist  : Visiting the museum is a good idea . 
Janna    : I also recommend a tour with a guide. 

 
Janna     : Because the guide can tell you a lot of  interesting information . I  

hope you enjoy your time ! 
 

2) Write what you would say in each of the following situations:(2 Marks)
1-A friend asks you to go to the beach this Saturday. You would like to go.
2-Although you lost the game , you congratulate your opponent.

B- Reading  comprehension
3) Read and match :-          2 ½  Marks ) 

1- When I was ten , a) market or a group of shops.
2-Take a bottle of water with you b) to buy souvenirs ?
3-A bazaar is a c) I could write short stories.
4-What's the best place d) that grammar rules are important.
5-You must remember e) it might be very hot today.

4) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:-      ( 4  Marks ) 
  Learning English is important as it is an interesting language. It is spoken in 
lots of countries . So, you must learn English. You'll use it at your university and 
your future job. If you  go to a foreign country, you'll need English to be able to 
talk to people there. So, all of us must learn and improve it well. 

A) Answer the following questions:-
1- Why do you need English if you go to a foreign country ?
2-What does the underlined word " it " refer to ?

B) Choose the correct answer:-
3- People in ( few - all - no - many  ) countries speak English.
4-To  get a good ( sport - job - book - watch ), you must learn English.

C- Usage and writing
5) Choose the correct answer:-  2 ½  Marks ) 

1-  
a) assistant b) owner c) archaeologist d) actor

2-When is Sham el-  
a) celebrate b) celebrated c) celebrates d) celebrating

3-  
a) less b) least c) more d) most

4-  
a) plants b) sails c) stars d) planets

5-  you cannot see.
a) Being b) Be c) Will be d) Am

6) Read and correct the underlined words:-  2 ½  Marks )
1- Hundreds of eggs are cook in a big pan.
2-I'm sure it is a British coin , it must be Egyptian.
3-Travellers want free data in airports because they need to send emails.
4-My brother, who muscles are very strong, carried the heavy bags.
5-It's so hot ! I find it difficult to breath .

7) Write a paragraph of not less than five sentences on :-      2 ½  Marks ) 
" A sport you like . " 

D- The Reader
8) A- Answer the following questions :- (  2  Marks  ) 

1-What was Birtwick Park like ?
2-Why did Black Beauty stop on the bridge ?

B- Complete the following :-
3-  
4-  
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A- Language Functions 
)Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:                        (  Marks) 

  Sara   :This photo shows you at the beach when you were five!   
                
  Leila   
              
   
   
  st week , so I 
              needed to rest it for two weeks. 

) Write what you would say in each of the following situations:        ( Marks) 
-  

    this is correct .       
- You invite your friend to your birthday party next week . 

 
  B-Reading Comprehension 

) Read and match                                                                             (  Marks) 

-An assistant is a person     a-costumes for the play. 
-The children wore historical  b-who helps in a shop. 
-If something is essential,            c-it is very important. 
-It Mona s book. Can you        d-when you go swimming. 
-You use a lot of muscles     e-give it to her, please ? 

 
) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                  (  Marks) 

      
there 

t Qietbey. It was built with 
stones from the famous lighthouse after it collapsed in an earthquake in 

. Alexandria is a great city.  
   A) Answer the following questions: 
 - Why do many tourists go to Alexandria in summer? 
 - What does the underlined  
 



 
B) Choose the correct answers: 
   - The word "collapsed" means   

a- Was built                   b- fell                   c- started                  d- was seen. 
   -  traffic. 

a- few                              b- little                c- much                     d- many. 
C- Usage and Writing 

) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:                                (  Marks) 

  - . 
      a- is celebrating     b-has celebrated     c- is celebrated           d-celebrates  
  - . 
      a- upstairs              b-downstairs           c- outdoors                  d- inside 
  - . 
      a-blind                    b-deaf                     c-clever                         d- intelligent 
    .  
      a- medal                  b-metal                  c- a ward                      d-prize  
  - I rec to the gym every day. 
      a- go                        b- goes                    c- went                           d- going 
 

 ) Read and correct the underlined words:                                  (  Marks  

  - He has a very expensive car. He  be rich. 
  - Do you know who discovered the radio. 
  - It is so hot. I find it difficult to breath. 
  - H address of our English book. 
  - We went to the shop which we bought some food. 
 

) Write a paragraph of not less than five sentences on:                   (  Marks)           

"Your favourite sport." 
 

D-The Novel "Black Beauty" 
 )A)Answer the following questions:                                                   (  Marks) 

- Who was John Manly? 
- What do you think would happen if someone smoked a cigarette inside a stable? 

B)Complete the following: 
- . 
-      

         the doctor quickly. 
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A- Language Functions 
)Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:                        (  Marks) 

  Sara   :This photo shows you at the beach when you were five!   
                
  Leila   
              
   
   
  t week , so I 
              needed to rest it for two weeks. 

) Write what you would say in each of the following situations:        ( Marks) 
-  

    this is correct .       
- You invite your friend to your birthday party next week . 

 
  B-Reading Comprehension 

) Read and match                                                                             (  Marks) 

-An assistant is a person     a-costumes for the play. 
-The children wore historical  b-who helps in a shop. 
-If something is essential,            c-it is very important. 
-It Mona s book. Can you        d-when you go swimming. 
-You use a lot of muscles     e-give it to her, please ? 

 
) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                  (  Marks) 

      
there 

stones from the famous lighthouse after it collapsed in an earthquake in 
. Alexandria is a great city.  

   A) Answer the following questions: 
 - Why do many tourists go to Alexandria in summer? 
 -  
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  ) Could you swim?        ) What could you do?  

  ) play tennis?               ) No, .   

   
  )  Situations:                                                                                        (  Marks) 

- I disagree. / I . / .   
- I would like to invite you to my birthday party next week. 

/  Would you like to come to my birthday party next week ?   

   ) Match:                                                                                            ( Marks) 

  - b             - a              - c        -e             - d  

) Passage                                                                                              ( Marks) 
  A) -   
      - It refers to Alexandria.               
  B) - fell                           - little  

  ) Choose:                                                                                          (  Marks) 

 - is celebrated       - inside        - deaf        - medal          - go     

   

 - Correct the words :-                                                                        (  Marks) 

   - must        - invented        - breathe       - title         - where   

                                                                                           
 

 - Paragraph : (to be corrected on impression)                               (  Marks)  

 
                                                        
 - The Novel:-                                                                                         (  Marks) 

-           

- I think he might cause a fire.             

- kind and gentle.                                  

- Black Beauty.                                             
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A- Language Functions 
)Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:                           (  Marks) 

  Soha   :Look at my new mobile phone, Basma?               
  Basma: Great. When did you buy it? 
  Soha   :  
  Basma ? 
  Soha   :Yes, I know how to use it. 
   
  Soha   :I paid two hundred pounds for it. 

) Write what you would say in each of the following situations:          ( Mark) 
- You suggest going to the zoo.       
- You want to use your friend s dictionary. 

 
  B-Reading Comprehension 

) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                  (  Marks) 
      Egypt is a famous and great country. It lies in the north east of Africa. 
Egypt has two seas, The Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea. There are a lot 
of monuments in Egypt. So it is called the mother of the world. Many tourists 
come to visit Egypt. They visit the Pyramids and the sphinx in Giza the 
citadel in Cairo and Luxor temples. They enjoy the fine weather. Tourists 
also like going on boat trips to enjoy the wonderful view of the Nile. They feel 
that Egypt is a safe country. The Egyptian people are very kind and friendly. 
They know that tourist industry is very important to their country. So they 
welcome visitors and have fun with them.    
   A) Answer the following questions: 
 - Where does Egypt lie? 
 - How many seas does Egypt have?  
B) Choose the correct answers: 
   - The underlined word "they" refers to   
  a-Egyptian people    b- tourists        c-The seas in Egypt        d- visitors. 
   - The Egyptian people are very . 

a- bad                      b- silly              c- nervous              d- kind and friendly. 
 
 



C- Usage and Writing 

) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:                                  (  Marks) 

  - . soon after it left the station 
      a- tracked                   b-derailed                c- swerved                 d-slammed 
  - Ahmed left the building an hour . 
      a- last                           b-then                      c- ago                         d- before 
  - . 
      a-warning                    b-departure             c-breakdown            d- hazard 
    . taller than Ahmed.  
      a- less                           b-more                     c- much                     d-as  
  - . when the plane crashed. 
      a- track                        b- air                        c- desk                       d- board 

 ) Find the mistakes and correct them:                                           (  Marks)  

  - If you freeze water, it will become eyes. 
  - Ahmed was exhausted because he works hard all day. 
  - A photographer is a person who repairs cars. 
  - I look forward to hear all your news. 
  - Asia, Africa and Australia are all cities. 

) Read and match                                                                                (  Marks) 

-That is the house      a-for ten years. 
-We have been friends       b-in case it bites you. 
-       c-caught by the police. 
-The robber was       d-you will cut yourself. 
-  that knife down     e-which was broken last night ? 

 
) Write a paragraph of not less than four sentences on:                      ( Marks)           

"Your favourite sport." 
 

D-The Novel  
)A)Answer the following questions:                                                     (  Marks) 
- Why did Zigfrieds mother want to have a ball? 
- What spell did Rocford cast on Odile? 

E- Translation 
) A) Translate into Arabic:                                                                   (  Marks) 

         We should give up smoking. It is bad for our health 
 
  B) Translate into English:                                                                   (  Marks) 
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A- Language Functions 
)Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:                           (  Marks) 

  Soha   :Look at my new mobile phone, Basma?               
  Basma: Great. When did you buy it? 
  Soha    
   
  Soha   :Yes, I know how to use it. 
   
  Soha   :I paid two hundred pounds for it. 

) Write what you would say in each of the following situations:          ( Mark) 
- You suggest going to the zoo.       
-  

 
  B-Reading Comprehension 

) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                  (  Marks) 
      Egypt is a famous and great country. It lies in the north east of Africa. 
Egypt has two seas, The Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea. There are a lot 
of monuments in Egypt. So it is called the mother of the world. Many tourists 
come to visit Egypt. They visit the Pyramids and the sphinx in Giza the 
citadel in Cairo and Luxor temples. They enjoy the fine weather. Tourists 
also like going on boat trips to enjoy the wonderful view of the Nile. They feel 
that Egypt is a safe country. The Egyptian people are very kind and friendly. 
They know that tourist industry is very important to their country. So they 
welcome visitors and have fun with them.    
   A) Answer the following questions: 
 - Where does Egypt lie? 
 - How many seas does Egypt have?  
B) Choose the correct answers: 
   - The underlined word "t  
  a-Egyptian people    b- tourists        c-The seas in Egypt        d- visitors. 
   -  

a- bad                      b- silly              c- nervous              d- kind and friendly. 
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)Dialogue                                                                                          (  Marks) 

  ) I bought it last week.                         ) Do you know how to use it?  

  ) How much did you pay for it?                
   

)  Situations:                                                                                        (  Marks) 
- How about going to the zoo.    
- Can I use your dictionary?   

) Passage                                                                                              ( Marks) 
  A) - Egypt lies in the north east of Africa.  
      - Egypt has two seas, the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea.  
  B) - Egyptian people                           - kind and friendly  

) Choose:                                                                                            (  Marks) 

 - derailed       - ago        - hazard        - much          - board     

   

) Correct the words :-                                                                         (  Marks) 

- will become         becomes        - works       has been working             

- A photographer          A mechanic       - hear             hearing  

    - cities                continents       

) Read and match:                                                                              (  Marks) 

- which was broken in last night      - for ten years       - in case it bites you 
- caught by the police                        - you will cut yourself.                                        

- Paragraph : (to be corrected on impression)                                 (  Marks)  

- The Novel:-                                                                                         (  Marks) 
- She wanted to have a ball so that Zigfried  might choose a wife.      
- Odile might only leave the castle during the day as a swan / she could only 

leave the castle as a swan.          
- Translation:              

                    A)       

                    B) I like reading stories and magazines.              























 
 : Answer the following questionsA)  

   - Why did the ancient Egyptians invent the calendar ?  
   - Why do you think it was important for the ancient Egyptians to     
       know when the Nile was going to flood ? 

:  Choose the correct answerB)  
refers to  theyhe underlined word T -    

     a. crops                  b. calendars         c. farmers                  d. seasons  
   - The word starve means  
     a. be very happy    b. be very hot      c. be very hungry     d. be very thirsty 
                                          C- Usage and writing  

]Marks  ½  [                Choose the correct answer in each of the following :] 
  a. ( Little  Few  Less  The least ) students in our school have visited England . 
  b. Ali is always ( exhausted  lazy  hardworking  noisy ) . He will do very   
      well in his exams .  
  c. The museum ( was visited  is visiting  is visited  visited ) by thousands   
       of tourists every day .   
  d. The teacher asked me to ( hand up  hand out  look out  look up ) the   
       books to the class .  
  e. The museum  , ( whose  who  which  where ) is near our school , is    
       always busy in the afternoon  .     
      

 ] Marks  ½  [                                 Read and correct the underlined words :]  
 an email yesterday .   has writtenMy uncle a.    

.   breath! I find it difficult to hot b. It's so   
 a real dinosaur . There aren't any dinosaurs on earth .   must beThat c.    

win first place . when they degreesic athletes get pmd. Oly   
  .  intelligent experiments to measure the animals'e. The scientists did some   

                 
 Marks ½ [               Write a paragraph of not less than five sentences on :] 

]                  Different forms of communication  

                                          D- The Reader  
Marks  ] [ :                                              Answer the following questionsA) ]  

       - Why did Squire Gordon and his wife call the horse Black Beauty ? 
       - Why did Black Beauty stop on the bridge ?  

                                                    Complete the following :B)      
       - Ginger bit and kicked people because people     
       - Squire Gordon sold his horses because  
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Language Functions -A

]Marks   [              :     the missing parts in the following dialogueSupply ]  
           Fatma is at school with her friend Nora .  
  Fatma : You look worried .  
  Nora   : Yes , I am very worried .  
    
  Nora   : I'm afraid that I can't find my book .  
  Fatma : (   
  Nora   : Yes , it is . Thank you ! We're discussing the book in my book club  
                   ?  
 Fatma : Yes , I would love to come . Thank you for inviting me .  
   
 Fatma : OK . I'll be there at    .     

Marks ]  [  would say in each of the following situations : Write what you ] 
    a.Your mother asks you how you did on your English exam .                  
         Express certainty  .  
    b. A friend asks you for the best way to revise before the test .      

     ading ComprehensionRe B 
Marks ]  ½ [                     Read and match the words and their meanings :]  

   -  personal                    a. you are this when you are  or older  
   - physical                     b. something unusual and exciting .                            
   - adult                          c. to do with your body .   
   - bazaar                       d. for you or belonging to you  .  
   - adventure                  e. a market or a group of shops .  

Marks ]  :         [   age , then answer the questionsRead the following pass]  
      The ancient Egyptian year had three seasons . It's essential to remember 
that calendars were very important in ancient Egypt . Farmers needed to 

 needed to know when the Nile theyknow when to plant crops . In addition , 
was going to flood . I want to emphasise how important food was at this time 
 Don't forget that many people would starve if the crops did not grow . The 
Egyptians invented the calendar so that they could plant their crops at the 
right time . The calendar had twelve months of thirty days , which is  
days a year . They also had five holidays  !      
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